- Department is having association with professional body like IEEE, CSI and ISTE. We are having student branch of various societies like CSI Student Branch, IEEE Student Branch, IEEE Computer Society Chapter.
- The department maintains partnerships and collaborations with leading industries and educational institutions. The MIC lab has been setup in the college campus for the students to experience the new era of software development, research and consultancy.
- Students are benefited with the tie-up's like Infosys-Campus Connect, Microsoft, Huawei
- Apart from the curriculum students are encouraged to update their skill set as per the requirement of Industries in the form of certification courses like Coursera, Microsoft etc
- Students of CSE department have developed several Mobile Applications like Top Football Clubs, Adven_raline, Bangalore hangout, Indian sweet Receipes etc., they are available in the apps.microsoft.com
- Ms. Situna Kushal, student of CSE dept has secured exceptionally high score in Microsoft Office Specialist Word 2013 exam.
- To give the students a feel of the industry, they are directed to undertake live projects during their 6th semester and a research based main project in their final year. This exposes them to real life scenarios and nurtures in them the confidence, creativity and the ability to work as a team which are among the most highly desirable traits required to excel in both research and industrial environments.
- Final year students are doing in-house projects, following is the list of best 3 projects
  - MVJPT Private cloud:‘N’ certificate authentication from institute and directorate of technical education correspondence system
  - APP Lunch : Dynamic launching of application without duplication
  - RFID based child safety system for school buses